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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical morphology on Euclidean spaces is by now a well developed branch of image analysis 
[1,2]. The basic ingredients of the theory are a number of elementary image-to-image transformations 
(dilation, erosion, hit or miss transform), from which other transformations can be derived(thinning, 
thickening, ... ). An important property of these transformations is that they are translation-invariant, 
i.e. they are adapted to the translation symmetry of the underlying Euclidean space. 
For certain applications the use of translation-invariant transformations is not appropriate in view 
of an internal structure which does not possess translation symmetry. As an example consider Fig. I, 
which is a photograph of the trees in a forest, taken by putting the camera at ground level and aiming 
towards the sky. Such photographs are used to measure the amount of sunshine in the woods. It is 
clear that in this case we need transformations adapted to the symmetries of this polar structure, i.e. 
rotations about the intrinsic origin (the projection point of the zenith) and scalar multiplication with 
respect to the origin. As another example where translation symmetry is broken we mention the pic-
tures taken by weather satellites of large portions of the earth. At this scale the curvature of the earth 
is no longer negligible and a "spherical morphology" would be in order. 
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FIGURE I. Photograph of the amount of sunshine in a forest (from [I], p.17). 
2. BASIC ELEMENTS OF EUCLIDEAN MORPHOLOGY 
Let Ebe the Euclidean space !Rn or the discrete grid zn. By P(E) we denote the space of all subsets 
of E. A binary image can be represented as a subset X of E. If X CE and h EE, then Xh is the set X 
translated along the vector h: 
xh = {x+h: XEX}. (2.1) 
On the subsets of E we define the following two elementary algebraic operations (we follow the nota-
tion of [ 1 ]): 
Minkowski addition: XEBA = U { X0 : a EA} X,A C E 
Minkowski subtraction : XGA = n { X0 : a EA} X,A cE. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The dilation and erosion of a set X by a so-called structuring element A consist of all points h EE such 
that the translated set Ah hits X or is contained in X, respectively. In formulas: 
v 
Dilation: XEBA = {hEE: AhnX:rf:0} = U{X- 0 : aEA} 
v 
Erosion: XGA = {hEE: AhCX} = n{X-0 : aEA}. 
v 
Here A = { - a: a EA } is the reflected set of A. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Between dilation and erosion there exists a duality relation with respect to set complementation 
(denoted by the superscript "c"): 
v v (XEBA)'" = xc 8A, (2.6) 
i.e., dilating an image gives the same result as eroding the background. See Fig. 2 for some simple 
examples. 
Two characteristic properties of dilation are: 
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1. Distributivity w.r.t. union: ( LJ X;)ffiA = LJ (X;EBA) (2.7) 
iE/ iE/ 
I I 
2. Translation invariance: (XEBA)h = Xh EBA. (2.8) 
Similar properties hold for erosion with intersection instead of union in Eq. (2. 7) 
A consequence of the distributivity property is that dilation and erosion are increasing transforma-
tions. A transformation o/: P(E)~P(E) is called increasing if: 
XCY=>o/(X)Co/(Y), 'r/X,YCE. (2.9) 
Other examples of increasing transformations are the closing and the opening by a structuring element 
A, defined by: 
v 
Closing: XA : = (XEBA)8A 
v 
Opening: XA : = (X8A)EBA. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
The opening is the union of all the translates Ah of A which are included in the set X. The comple-
ment of the closing of X is the opening of the complement of X. An example is given in Fig. 3. 
An important theorem of MATHERON [2] states that any increasing translation-invariant mapping 
o/:P(E)~P(E) is a union of erosions, or, equivalently, an intersection of dilations. 
A 
dilation of X by A erosion of X by A 
FIGURE 2a. Dilation and erosion in the continuous case 
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erosion of X by A 
FIGURE 2b. Dilation and erosion in the discrete case: 
v 
0 points which belong to XE9A but not to X; 
• points which belong to X; 
v 
· points which belong to X but not to X9A 
The underlying in A denotes the location of the origin. 
0 
A 
closing of X by A opening of X by A 
FIGURE 3. Closing and opening in the continuous case 
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3. GENERALIZATION OF EUCLIDEAN MORPHOLOGY 
An abstract generalization of Euclidean morphology was recently initiated by Heijmans within the 
setting of lattice theory [3]; see also SERRA [4] and RoNSE [5] for a related approach. Here we confine 
ourselves to the case of the complete Boolean algebra formed by the space P(E) of subsets of an arbi-
trary set E. The sets {x} consisting of one element of E are the so-called atoms of P(E) and P(E) is 
called an atomic lattice [ 6]. 
A generalized definition of dilation and erosion starts from the following observation. The basic 
algebraic operation in the Minkowski addition and subtraction involves the translation of points of 
Rn or zn along vectors. That is, only part of the vector space structure is actually used, namely the 
vector additions, which define a commutative group. The set E is called a commutative group if there 
exists a binary operation *:EXE~E which has the following properties: 
(i) Associativity: (x*y )*z =x*(y*z ), x,y,z EE. 
(ii) Commutativity: x*y=y*x, x,yEE. 
(iii) There is a unit element wEE, such that X*w=x, any xEE. 
(iv) Every xEE has an inverse x- 1, with x*x- 1 =w. 
This leads one to the following generalization. Let E be an arbitrary commutative group, with 
group operation *· With every xEE a mapping Tx: E~E is associated as follows (we write Txy 
instead of Tx(y)): 
TxY = X*J, JEE 
In the Euclidean case as described in the previous section, Tx is the translation along the vector x. 
The family of all such mappings on Eis denoted by G={Tx:xEE}. Note that G is itself again a 
commutative group under composition: 
TxTy = Tx•y• x,yEE. 
Just as in the Euclidean case our object space will be the space P(E) of subsets of E. The map-
pings of G work on subsets of E in the obvious way: 
TxY = {x*y:yEY}, XEE, YEP(E). 
It is easy to show that for any two subsets X, Y of E and any z EE, 
Tz(XU Y) = (TzX)U(Tz Y), 
Tz(Xn Y) = (TzX)n(Tz Y), 
i.e. the elements of G preserve unions and intersections. This is expressed in mathematical terminol-
ogy by saying that G forms a commutative group of automorphisms on P (E), see [3]. 
Now one sees immediately that all the definitions of section 2 carry over to the general case by sub-
stituting the group operation "*" for the vector addition "+" (in fact, one often uses the symbol "+" 
for any commutative group operation, but to avoid confusion we have introduced a different nota-
tion). So instead of Eq. (2.1), use the following definitions: 
v 
xh = {x*h: XEE}, hEE; A= {a- 1: aEE}. 
All the standard algebraic properties of Minkowski addition and subtraction, such as 
XEIM = AEBX 
(XEBA)©B = XE9(A ©B) 
(X8A)8B = X8(A EBB) 
(XU Y)©A = (X©A)U(Y©A) 
(Xn Y)8A = (X8A)n(Y8A) 
(3.1) 
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remain valid in the general case. Here XEBA and XSA are defined as in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, 
with (2.1) replaced by (3.1). Instead of "translation invariance", Eq. (2.8), we now have "group invari-
J v 
ance" or "G-invariance," and we also sometimes call x~xEBA and x~xeA "G-dilations" and "G-
erosions" to indicate the underlying group structure. 
Finally we mention that there also is a generalization of Matheron's Theorem: 
THEOREM [3]. All increasing, G-invariant mappings lf!:P(E)~P(E) are unions of G-erosions and inter-
sections of G-dilations. 
Examples are the G-openings and G-closings. 
4. EXAMPLE: A POLAR STRUCTURE 
We consider the space E of points in the plane with polar coordinates (r,IJ), where r is the radial dis-
tance from the origin 0 and IJ is the angle with the positive x-axis. In the continuous case we take 
r>O and IJE[0,2'11'), whereas in the discrete case r = · · · ,a - 2,a- 1,1,a,a2, ••• , with a ER, and 
IJ=0,2'1Tlm,4'1Tlm, ... ,2'1T(m -1)/m, m a positive integer (see Fig. 4). The group structure of Eis 
defined by the following rule: 
(ri.IJi)*(r2,IJ2) = (r1r2,IJ1 +IJ2). 
rY 
... x 
FIGURE 4. Polar space in the discrete case. 
So radii are multiplied and angles added, as when multiplying complex numbers. It is easy to check 
that the set E with the operation * forms a commutative group. The identity element of the group is 
the point (1,0) and the inverse of (r,IJ) is (r- 1, -IJ). Note also that every transformation of the group 
can be written as a rotation followed by a scalar multiplication, and vice versa: 
(r,IJ) = (r, O)*(l,IJ) = (l,IJ)*(r, 0). 
Let us consider transformations based on the group E where the structuring element is a disc D of 
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radius 8<1 centered at the identity element (1,0). After scalar multiplication by (r,O) this becomes a 
disc of radius r.8 centered at (r, 0). Rotations only change the center of the disc, not its radius. The 
Minkowski addition of D and a set X therefore has the form depicted in Fig. 5. To obtain XffiD, 
"move" the disc D to all points of X, taking into account the proper adjustment of its radius as the 
radial distance to the origin changes. The union of all the discs {Dx} gives XffiD. To obtain the Min-
kowski subtraction of X and D, take the intersection of all the sets {Xd: dED}, or compute xcffiD as 
above and take the complement. 
v 
Note that the reflected disc Dis again a disc: this follows from the fact that the reflection operation 
corresponds in this case to the fractional linear transformation z ~z - I, where z = re;8 , which carries 
v 
circles into circles. The radius of Dis 8(1-82)- 1 and its center is ((1-82)- 1,0). 
To give an illustration of how the underlying group structure affects the outcome of morphological 
transformations, we consider the opening by a disc D of radius 8 centered at (1,0). The set X to be 
opened consists of a number of discs, some of which have the same size as D, whereas the remaining 
discs are smaller than D, see Fig. 6a. In Fig. 6b the result is presented for the case where the 
Euclidean translations form the underlying group: all the small discs have disappeared since the disc 
D does not fit into them. The result for an opening using the rotation-multiplication group is 
displayed in Fig. 6c. Here the outcome is totally different due to the fact that the radius of the struc-
turing element Dx depends on its center x: a disc of radius R centered at (r, 8) now disappears under 
the opening if R <r8. 
D 
FIGURE 5. Minkowski addition and subtraction of a set X (hatched area) by a disc D. Tue interior 
of the solid curve is XffiD, the interior of the broken curve is X8D. 
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the set X (black discs) and the structuring element D (grey). 
opening Xv with E = translation group. 
opening Xv with E = rotation-multiplication group. 
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